Abstract. Simple human gait can be difficult, unfeasible and not always practical in Virtual Reality, because of spatial and technological limitations. For 3D virtual environment travelling, different walking platforms have been developed in the last few years, but navigation using most of them is far from bringing naturalness to the user's movements. Users sometimes are unsecure and they are trying to adapt and to correct any irregularities they feel. Our research is focused on specific walking patterns that characterize the intention of walking: starting walking with a certain speed, maintaining a desired speed, accelerated walking, decelerated walking, stopping. In laboratory conditions, using a motion capturing system, these behaviors were reproduced, measured and analyzed.
Introduction
The main motor activity of daily life, human walk, is a complex, dynamic and unforeseeable process. It involves multiple joints movements, demands sensory-motor integration and the synchronization of the skeleton with the neurological system. Even if it runs mostly unconsciously, it has important goals: to keep upright, to maintain balance, to avoid collapse, to move the center of mass forward, change direction when necessary, avoid obstacles, adapt for avoiding painful forces or motions etc [1] . Human gait is integrated in a big, autonomous and auto-adaptive control system, capable of learning, which is the human being.
The complexity and difficulty of human gait have made it difficult to use as a key element present in the natural human-machine interaction. In Virtual Reality (VR), human gait is considered the user's most natural way of exploring a virtual environment [2] , [3] . The user does not have to learn any interaction metaphor [4] ; he can use his own walk for navigating inside the virtual environment, in the same way as he does in the real environment.
For Virtual Reality travelling, multiple devices and platforms have been built, to facilitate the use of human natural walk as the main way of navigating and exploring a 3D virtual environment. Though, most existing platforms are either too large or expensive, or don't bring naturalness and safety to the users' movements during travelling [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . To create to the user the perception of natural walking in a virtual environment, a VR travelling platform should permit the user to walk freely, in any direction and with any desired speed, but this is not always possible because of physical and technical limitations.
The control system must have an appropriate response regarding the user's locomotion, in order to assist him in a freely and unrestricted manner, but at the same time to keep him/her as precise as possible in a fixed point and area of the walking surface. In this case one of challenges for the controlling system is related to the various changes of speed and direction in human natural walking. The main question is whether it is possible or not to anticipate and predict the gait intent in order to allow a real time control for high precision gait cancelling.
The attention of this paper is focused on the various changes of the linear walking speed. It is presented an approach for gait intent identification based on classification of the human postures while taking various decisions for linear walking. Analyzing the specific walking inputs that the control systems of travelling platforms use [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] we observed that they are not focused on specific decision patterns that characterize the intention of walking: starting walking with a certain speed, maintaining a desired speed, accelerated walking, decelerated walking, stopping. These locomotion intentions can be externally observed in user's walking behaviors. In laboratory conditions, using a motion capturing system, these decision walking behaviors were reproduced, measured and analyzed.
Contribution to Sustainability
Virtual Reality is one of the most promising simulation technologies for the future sustainability. The application areas range from medical, engineering to urban planning, training and education, sports and arts. Natural navigation of the human user in Virtual Environments is one of the current bottlenecks which are expected to unlock a large number of applications on the entire spectrum but especially in the area of urban planning and built environment which are crucial for the future sustainable development.
One of the latest applications of gait study concerns the natural navigation in virtual environments using special devices like carpets and treadmills that are able to cancel the human displacement while walking. The main problem for the control of these devices is the identification of human gait intent in order to compensate in real time the displacement with the highest possible precision. Usually, the latency in anticipation of the displacement intent leads to the necessity of a device with a larger walking area. The more precise is the anticipation of the gait intent the smaller the needed walking area is needed. In case of Virtual Reality applications with limited user space, increasing the speed and precision of anticipation is crucial, as the user have a limited physical space available for walking.
The proposed approach, presented in this paper, is focused on building better controlling systems for Virtual Reality travelling platforms that will adapt to the user needs and will eliminate the user's intervention for machine accommodation. This paper presents results of preliminary tests for linear walking, which are promising for further development of our project: obtaining the instantaneous parameters for omnidirectional walking. Nevertheless, identifying the gait intent is a very complex issue that not only needs much more information about the instantaneous postures, but also interpretation of these data such as to be able to predict the next moves.
Methodology

Participants
Five healthy young subjects were recruited as volunteers from the student population of Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania. Before participating in the experiments, the subjects were fully informed about the nature of the study and they all gave their consent to participate to it. The mean age of the participants was 25. The participants wore comfortable shoes and tight fitting clothing for reducing the movements of the markers placed on the body (Fig. 1) . 
Apparatus
Human walking was measured using the Optitrack Motion Capturing System [9] . Optitrack Motion Capturing System is a passive optical system that use markers coated with a retro-reflective material to reflect light back to the infrared cameras (IR). Twelve IR cameras were used for data capture (as it can be seen in the Fig. 1) .
The optical motion capturing system was chosen for the main advantages it has: high update rates, low latency and scalable to fairly large areas [10] . The surrounding environment was designed carefully to reduce ambient radiation, the main disadvantage of this motion capturing system.
A stationary laboratory coordinate system was defined by a vertically oriented Y-axis, a Z-axis placed forward in the walking direction, and an X-axis perpendicular to the first two. A calibration volume was set to 2.50, 2.50, and 2.20m. The motion analysis model used was a full body human model with 34 markers set, placed on specific landmarks [9] , [10] of the body (full body marker placement is shown in Fig. 1 ). For higher precision in marker capturing a skeleton was used. The skeleton tracking rate is of 100 FPS (frame per seconds) for the FLEX:V100 cameras used in the presented study.
Test Scenario
All testing were performed in the Virtual Reality Research Laboratory from Transilvania University of Brasov, Romania. Subjects had to perform some overground linear walking on the laboratory floor, according to specific received instructions. The instructions received by the participants refer to: starting and stopping linear walking motion at their self-selected moment of time, performing some linear walking at their desired speed and then accelerate (at their self-selected speed) or decelerate (at their selected speed), performing an accelerated linear walking and then decelerate, performing a decelerated linear walking and then accelerate.
The aim of this experimental research was to reproduce, in a controlled environment, the linear walking movements a user does when exploring an environment (it can be real or virtual). There were considered only a limited number of linear walking states, being selected only those considered relevant for VR navigation. These linear walking states with their characterization are presented in Table 1 . There were also analyzed the transitions from one state to another, in the same context discussed above. 
Results and Discussion
All experiments were conducted in controlled laboratory conditions. Specific walking scenarios were reproduced and measured using real-time motion capture data from a marker-based optical motion capture system, the Optitrack Motion Capturing System. Kinematic procedures are used for measuring the spatial motion of the full body and of its segments, during the representative linear walking states. Temporal and spatial kinematic gait parameters provide information about the time and position of the persons' gait.
Previous studies analyzed gait initiation and gait termination in terms of balance and control [11] , [12] , [13] but little was done in terms of gait initiation with the aim of controlling travelling platforms for VR. Gait initiation represents the transition from the repose state (see Table 1 ) to the CW state, AW state or DW state, all of them, being a periodic movement from one base of support to another, the gait cycle.
A gait initiation sequence can be observed in Fig. 2 . Analyzing the lower extremities of the body, the first movement in gait initiation can be observed at the knee level, but the transition movement from the repose state to first heel contact (HC) of gait cycle can be observed only at foot level, when the right foot is up and the left foot is in inverted pendulum support, supporting the body weight. The left foot initial push is moving the body's CoM forward and to the right [11] . This is forcing the right leg to get from swinging to heel contact, characterized by the heel marker position close to the ground.
Fig. 2. Lower extremities marker displacements during gait initiation
The desired speed is achieved only after the next heel contact of the right leg. The periodicity of the same markers is confirming this statement. The autocorrelation function for the knee marker displacement shows a periodic movement, as it can be seen in Fig. 3.   Fig. 3 . Estimated periodicity of the movement of the knee marker Autocorrelation function for the heel and knee markers revealed no periodic movement along both the vertical and horizontal dimensions at slow walking motions, but only on trunk marker, which can be theoretically explained by the periodicity of the CoM displacement during gait cycle [1] , [14] , [15] , [16] .
Gait termination (normally on double feet support) involves on one side, stance phase from the associated leg, completed on the other side with a shortened swing phase from the opposite leg and its placing next to the first one. The stopping sequence is much difficult to measure in terms of prediction using specific kinematic gait patterns. Coming back to the repose state is achieved only through a decelerated walking state which can be observed. The effective gait termination can be on the same foot with gait initiation or on the opposite foot. Fig. 4 shows a return to the repose state from the perspective of the stance support leg and of the opposite leg. Gait termination presented in Fig. 4 starts with a heel contact of the left foot -the stance support leg. At this moment all the feet parameters are the same as in the periodic gait cycle, but it can be observed a smaller displacement at the level of the right knee. This leads to the idea of taking into account the position of the both feet when analyzing the transition from walking to repose state.
A left foot balance can be also observed after the heel contact of the opposite leg. This can be theoretically explained by applying a backwards and leftwards force to the body center of gravity, arresting its forward motion and bringing it to the midpoint between the feet [11] . Even it has been shown that there are asymmetries between the two sides of the body [17] for the purpose of this study these asymmetries can be neglected.
A transition sequence, from CW to AW, and then to DW and stopping can be observed in Fig. 5 in terms of velocities. The increasing of the shank's speed is come along with an increasing of the user's speed. Also, a higher decreasing of shank's speed is necessary for decreasing the user's speed. 
Conclusions and Future Work
The presented research from this paper represents the early results of an ongoing research project at Transilvania University of Brasov and brings into attention the identification and prediction of human linear walking for building better controlling systems for Virtual Reality walking platforms. The aim of the present study was to get a measure of the natural linear walking, in transitions from repose to steady-state continuous walking, or from accelerated walking to decelerated walking and then to repose again etc. There were of interest only the aspects of the human linear walking; the omni-directional walking parameters in the context discussed are subjects of our further research.
The method described in this paper and the proposed directions in identifying user intent aims to achieve to a new level of understanding human gait, dedicated to realtime prediction of gait intention and real-time control and command of VR platforms inside an immersive environment. This level is centered on observable intentions of human walking: the measured human motor actions.
